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Where Else?

116 Poinsett Highway • Greenville, SC 29609 • 800-922-2441 • 864-239-0209 • 864-242-4829 -Fax

Summertime Specials
We have put together an excellent selection of some rare
offerings and some “oldies but goodies”. Now is the time
to invest in both precious metals and coins with numismatic value before prices go up. Some of these “hot”
deals won’t last long so call today.
GOLD $1,268.00 | SILVER $16.70 | PLATINUM $941.00
VIEW OUR WEBSITE AT www.thecoindepot.net

FEATURED COIN SPECIALS FOR August

$2 & 2½
GOLD PESOS

1793
LARGE CENT
STRAWBERRY LEAF
ELECTROTYPE

Premium Quality BU

We offer these diminutive gold pieces
while gold is at such a low level. Now
is a great time to add a “little” to your
holdings.
1 COIN

5 COINS

2 Peso........... $77.77
2½ Peso........ $88.88
One Each..... $165.00

$379.00
$439.00
$815.00

7

$ 95

EACH

5 Tokens.................................... $37.50
PQBU Example ....................... $16.95

Premium Quality BU

44400

Get all the Franklin dates ever issued, all
at a very cost effective price. Each set is
mounted in an album or folder.

TWENTY CENT PIECES

NEARLY COMPLETE SET
MERCURY DIMES

$

Very Good

These scarce 20 centers which were unpopular at time of issue but are now
among the favorite of obsolete denominations. We offer lower grade coins that
still have a little meat on them to fill that
hole in your type set.

9900

$

EACH

3 Coins.................................... $185.00

1849 NO L
TYPE ONE $1 GOLD PIECE
Premium Quality BU

Only 1,000 of these were struck without
the designers issue “L” on the truncation
of Liberty’s neck making this one of the
scarcest varieties of the 19th Century.

98800

$

1948 TO 1963-PDS

Here’s a chance to fill that impossible
hole in your set.

POE MILL (TRADE TOKENS)

Issued during the Great Depression, the
employees of the F.W. Poe cotton mill in
Greenville, South Carolina were paid with
this trade scrip that they in turn used at the
company commissary. The were issued in
five denominations. We offer average
circulated round one dollar tokens.

COMPLETE SETS
FRANKLIN HALVES

only $64900

1916 TO 1945-PDS
Premium Quality BU

Where else but the Coin Depot? We’ve
taken a complete set of PQBU Mercury
dimes and removed the key dates: 1916-D,
1921, 1921-D, 1926-S and are able to offer
you the rest of the set mounted in a deluxe
album.

only $4,44400

U.S. MINT & PROOF SETS

It’s been years since we have had enough Mint and
Proof sets to run these deals. Each lot will include at
least one set from the 1960s with a 40% silver Half
Dollar, one set with an Ike Dollar and one set with a
SBA Dollar.

10 Different Mint or Proof Sets ........ $59.95
20 Mixed Mint Sets .......................... $115.00
20 Mixed Proof Sets ......................... $115.00
One Lot Each (10 Mint & Proof).... $115.00
Lot of 40 Mixed Sets ........................ $225.00

1953
PROOF SET

Premium Quality Proof
Only 128,800 of these high quality proof
sets were issued, a small fraction of the
quantities issued today. Today’s price
seems like a bargain.
Each Set.................................. $177.00
3 Sets....................................... $522.00

WASHINGTON-CARVER

CLASSIC COMMEMORATIVE SETS
Premium Quality BU

Each of these 3 coin P-D-S sets contain
at least two of the lowest mintage coins
ever made at the U.S. mint. Stick a few
sets away. (Mintages are in parentheses)
1951 (10,004).......................... $129.00
1952 (8,006)............................ $129.00
1953 (8,003)............................ $129.00
1954 (12,006) .......................... $119.00
All four 3 pc. sets ....................$488.00

SCARCE PEACE DOLLARS
OF 1927

1870-CC
SEATED DOLLAR

Premium Quality BU

Choice Borderline Uncirculated

These well-struck and lustrous coins
are offered at a terrific price!

This Carson City seated dollar is the
cheapest of the four available years.
Only 11,758 were minted.

1927........................................... $59.50
1927-D ...................................... $99.50
1927-S ....................................... $99.50
All Three ................................ $249.50

$

PANAMA-PACIFIC

1916

$2½ COMMEMORATIVE GOLD

STANDING LIBERTY QUARTER
Nice Fine

Premium Quality BU

Here’s the key to the popular Standing
Liberty quarter set at about as cheap a
piece as you are apt to see. About 2/3rd
of the date is visible.

Issued for the Panama-Pacific Exposition in San Francisco to commemorate
the building of the Panama Canal. Only
6,749 were distributed making it the
scarcest $2½ gold of the Twentieth
Century.

$

5,55500

$

1,78800

Choice Borderline Uncirculated

1,38800

Choice Borderline Uncirculated

$

4,84400

$

8,88800

A decent strike and good luster will
highlight your set.

Own superior coins at great prices. Dates of our choice. Call today! Early
type coins in Brilliant Proof seem decidedly underpriced on today’s market.
Own great coins and save!

PROOF TYPE
COIN SPECIAL!

Indian Cents .................. $159.00
Shield Nickels ................ $295.00
Liberty ‘V’ Nickels ....... $219.00
Seated Half-Dimes ........ $349.00
Seated Dimes ................. $495.00

Barber Quarters ........... $595.00
Seated Half Dollars .... $1,095.00
Barber Half Dollars ...... $995.00
Seated Dollars ............ $2,950.00
Morgan Dollars .......... $1,950.00

Go For the Gold - TAKE ADVANTAGE OF GREAT GOLD PRICING!

Premium Quality Brilliant Uncirculated

Other Grades ARE AVAILABLE - Call for Pricing!

$2½ Liberty ...........$329.00
$5 Liberty .............$399.00
$10 Liberty ...........$775.00
$20 Liberty ........$1,475.00

$2½ Indian .............$299.00
$5 Indian ...............$499.00
$10 Indian.............$799.00
$20 Saint............$1,495.00

BRILLIANT PROOF
MORGAN SILVER DOLLARS
These mirror surface Morgans just
couldn’t look much nicer. We have
white coins or ones which are nicely
toned...your choice.

1,88800

$

EACH

50 PLUS 1 PQBU
MERCURY DIMES
Circulated Plus

1924
HUGUENOT-WALLOON
Premium Quality BU

Issued for the 300th anniversary of the
landing of the Huguenots and the Walloons in New Netherlands (now New
York), this issue shows the popular tall
ship on the reverse.

13900

$

EACH

1836 GOBRECHT
SILVER DOLLAR
Very Fine

7700

This is our nation’s lowest mintage type
coin with only 1,000 minted. Our coin
has a slight rim bump at 12 o’clock and
another at 9 o’clock saves you about
$2,500!

1909-VDB
LINCOLN CENTS

1927-S
KEY DATE

We offer a full roll of 50 average circulated
Mercury dimes and we’ve topped it off
with a Premium Quality BU mintmarked
Mercury!

$

PER ROLL

5 Rolls..................................... $377.00
10 Rolls................................... $748.00

7,77700

$

COMPLETE
BARBER HALF SETS
This is one of our favorite offerings. It
would take you forever to put together
one of these sets but we’ve done all the
work and offer you the complete set of
Barber half dollars 1892 to 1915-PDOS,
all mounted in a deluxe album.
Average Circulated Set ...... $2,444.00
Good or Better Set.............. $2,888.00

COMPLETE SET
PEACE DOLLARS

1921 TO 1935-PDS
Nice Fine and Better

You get all 24 of the Peace dollars starting with the high relief 1921 thru the
keys 1928 and 1934-S to the 1935-S.
What an economical way to own a
Peace dollar set.

83800

$

SET

MORE GREAT SPECIALS • CALL TODAY 800-922-2441

Nice Fine and Better

9

$ 88

These sell great at flea markets or the coin
club.
EACH

10 Coins.................................... $88.00
50 Coins (Roll) ....................... $415.00
100 Coins (2 Rolls) ................ $777.00

2017
DARTH VADAR

1 OZ. .999 SILVER
LIMITED EDITION
This new coin from the New Zealand mint
features Darth Vader, the iconic villain from
the Star Wars movies. A pop icon for over 40
years. He stands proudly with the Imperial
logo behind him. Who wants to know the
power of the dark side?

STANDING LIBERTY QUARTER
Premium Quality BU

3,888

This key date with a mintage just over a
third of a million is the rarest date of the
series with the exception of the 1916.

$

00

2016
STAR TREK

1 OZ. .999 SILVER
LIMITED EDITION
2016 was a big year for Trekkies, the 50th
anniversary of Star Trek. In 1966 Gene
Roddenberry introduced the world to Star Trek.
Once a short lived television series grew into a
franchise with 5 new TV series and 13 feature
films. Let's celebrate the 51st year of Star Trek
with this beautiful $1 silver coin.

Each...................................................................................................................... $24.95
10 Coins (Mix & Match)................................................................................... $247.50
20 Coins (Mix & Match)................................................................................... $485.00

90% SILVER PROOF
QUARTER ROLLS
We’ve disassembled silver proof sets from
1992 to 2016 for this offer. Get them at a
small premium over what you’d pay for
“bagged silver.” 40 coins per roll.

One Roll ................................. $149.00
3 Rolls..................................... $444.00
10 Rolls................................ $1,450.00

WHEAT CENT ROLLS
Brilliant Uncirculated

9

These rolls of 50-coins are either bank
wrapped or tubed just as we bought
them.

$ 95

PER ROLL (50)

3 Rolls....................................... $29.50
10 Rolls..................................... $88.50

1875
TWENTY CENT PIECES
We often offer the much more common San Francisco issue 20-cent
pieces but this offering is for the
Philadelphia issue, which has a
mintage of just 36,910 pieces. This is
about 4% of the mintage of the S-mint
issue yet—pieces for the Philly mint
coin are only about 25% more than the
much more common CC!

LARGE CENTS
Very Good

Buy nice, wholesome large cents at a
great price.
Each.......................................... $18.88
10 Different ............................ $184.00
50 Mixed................................. $919.00

Select Brilliant Uncirculted .. $777.00
Choice Borderline Unc. ........ $588.00

1876
TWENTY CENT PIECES

We also have one 1876 Philadelphia mint
20 center in Select BU, which has a
mintage of only 14,640! That’s about 2%
of the minatge of the 1875-S.

$

84900

1951
PROOF SETS

Premium Quality Proof
Compare the mintage of 51,000 to the
millions of sets now made every year
and you can get an idea why we think
these are undervalued.

54400

$

EACH

MODERN COMMEMORATIVES
~ SPECIAL OFFER ~
These 90% silver commemorative
dollars have the usual suspects as well
as some surprising dates—especially in
the larger lots.
Each.......................................... $19.95
5 Different ................................ $98.50
10 Mixed................................. $195.00
20 Mixed................................. $377.00

2017

2017 SILVER EAGLES &
CANADIAN MAPLE LEAVES

Premium Quality BU

Here’s the complete run of these popular
CC Morgan dollars. We feature coins
with sharp strikes and flashy luster.
1878-CC ................................. $344.00
1879-CC .............................. $3,688.00
1880-CC ................................. $488.00
1881-CC ................................. $444.00
1882-CC ................................. $199.00
1883-CC ................................. $194.00
1884-CC ................................. $188.00
1885-CC ................................. $688.00
1889-CC ............................ $22,888.00
1890-CC ................................. $444.00
1891-CC ................................. $444.00
1892-CC .............................. $1,288.00
1893-CC .............................. $3,888.00

Superb Brilliant Uncirculated

Subject to Market: Spot $16.70

2070

Our 2017 Silver Eagles are in-stock and
are ready to ship.

$

EACH

10 Coins.................................. $206.50
20 Coins.................................. $412.00
100 Coins............................. $2,055.00
200 Coins............................. $4,100.00
500 Coins (Monster Box) . $10,225.00
Airtite or Black Velvet Bags
Each............................................ $.99¢

2017
GOLD EAGLES

Basis: $1,217.00
All the 2017 gold Eagles are in stock
and ready to ship. Order yours today!

1 Ounce............................. $1,322.00
1/2 Ounce............................. $732.50
1/4 Ounce............................. $360.00
1/10 Ounce........................... $153.00
Prices are subject to market changes.

THE COIN DEPOT 1-800-922-2441
A Division of Kirk Kelly Rare Coins

CARSON CITY
MORGAN DOLLARS

1934-S
PEACE DOLLARS

Premium Quality BU
Own a richly detailed example of this
scarcity at a great price. Call today to
add a winner to your collection.
XF/AU .................................... $199.00
Borderline Unc. ..................... $399.00
PQBU ..................................... $995.00

INDIAN CENT ROLLS
Nice Good and Better

These 50-coin rolls contain an excellent
mixture of dates. Save at our great
prices!
Per Roll (50)............................. $55.00
3 Rolls (150) ........................... $159.00
10 Rolls (500) ......................... $525.00

864-239-0209 • Fax 864-242-4829

TERMS: 1. Add $10.00 postage to all orders, not refundable. 2. Grading by and best interpretation of current market standards. 3. 10 day
return privilege. Coins MUST be returned in original holders to preserve identity. 4. All coins guaranteed genuine. 5. VISA,
personal
checks, Money Orders or bank checks accepted. 6. Wide selection of coins available. Feel free to call or mail your want list. 7. Prices subject to change; especially as they may relate to bullion spot prices. 8. No sales tax on coins or currency in South Carolina. 9. Bullion items
are not returnable but we will buy back at fair market. 10. Walk-ins welcome, but please call ahead as most coins kept in bank vaults.

WE ACCEPT

